
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 5 November 2021 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Alan B for demonstrating determintation in P.E; Luke M for showing 

determination in PE; Mia E for showing determination and integrity in regards to homework; Filip S for showing 

integrity and working hard in all lessons; Bethany E for showing integrity,working hard in all lesons; Thomas L for 

being kind and helpful; Jacob H for always being polite and respectful. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Enrikas K for being 100% determined in English, 100% of the time. Enrikas 

always produces fantastic work and has a positive attitude, he is a joy to teach; Joseph O for always being 

enthusiastic, kind and supportive of others. Keep up the amazing work; James H for being a complete super star. 

James is always on task, always positive and engaged in lessons. James you are going to achieve great things; 

Sofia M for always showing determination and being on task, 100% of the time. Sofia is kind, friendly and always 

makes sure everyone is included. Keep it up Sofia! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Emil B for always demonstrating excellent respect in science lessons by 

following instructions first time. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Elise F for showing determination to succed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Keira P for always working hard no matter what and showing great 

dedication in her maths lessons; Leyton D for amazing work rate in his maths lessons. Keep it up; Mikey K for 

making amazing contributions in his maths lessons and always working hard 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Barbara S for always being polite and helpful, and working hard in lessons. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lacey S for showing making fantastic progress in French and helping others 

around her to succeed as well; Mikey K for showing excellent focus in French and being on task, well done. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Luke H, Deacon J, Enrikas K and Joseph O for showing incredible focus and 

creativity in his Performing Arts performance; Faith S and Julia K for showing determinaiton in netball and 

improving every lesson; Summer B for amazing defending in netball and well done for scoring the winning goal! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Bradley L for demonstrating determination during science this week. I have 

noticed how hard you have tried this week and I am so impressed - keep it up; Alfie P for making fantastic 

contributions to lessons - great work alfie; Joe E for always being 100% focused in lessons and always doing 

amazing work! well done 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Emily R for always making brilliant contributions in geography; Laura Z for 

always giving 100% effort in geography; Riley F for a brilliant improvement in attitude towards History; Aimee K 

for demonstrating brilliant integrity and helping another student in geography; Alesha K for continually 

demonstrating determination in geography by working hard to solve problems. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Faith S for showing the value of determination in lessons to complete 

classwork and settling into new routines; Faye A for showing the value of determination and respect by always 

putting in 100% effort in lessons and always being very polite; Bobby D for showing the values of integrity and 

respect by always helping and supporting others. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Joel M for showing real determination this week and continuing to give 

100% 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Lacey S for demonstrating our value of respect by always being helpful 

and polite; Dorina N for always trying her best in geography lessons, well done! 



 

 

 

 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Brooke F for demonstrating integrity by being helpful in class to put other 

pupils mats away, when others chose not to.  Also, helping another pupil get changed when she was struggling. 

Well done; ate Ellie-Mae H and Olivia D for demonstrating integrity by being helpful in class to put other pupils 

mats away, when others chose not to. Well done! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Lennon S for working extremely hard in maths this week in particular - he is 

on fire; Summer S for always offering to give the books out each lesson, showing integrity and helping the teacher 

out. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate David A for consistently working hard in maths lessons; Sabrina C for always 

being super polite and respectful to those around her; Frankie W for always being positive and contributing 

during maths lessons; Ethan C for always being positive, helpful and friendly to those around him - a true 

gentleman; Emily G for always being polite, respectful and helpful in class! 

Mr Ihenacho would like to appreciate Yvonne N for showing the academies values of integrity and determination 

during do now and review now using excellent knowledge recall to attempt all questions; Ali H for showing the 

academies values of integrity and determination during do now and review now, using excellent knowledge recall 

to attempt all questions 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Laura Z for showing determination to succeed by taking on some really 

ambitious reading outside of school. Brilliant; Ethan C for showing determination to succeed by making every 

second count in your English lessons; Faith S for hitting the ground running in English by bringing a huge amount 

of determination to every lesson. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Sami B, Joe E, Ava C, Ethan C, Sagid Y, Lacey S and Marcello S for 

demonstrating fantastic historical skills in their most recent assessment 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Leyton T for demonstrating determination to be better everyday, much 

improved work in science, keep it up Leyton; Mamudo D for showing integrity and determination in science 

lessons, confidence to allow his work to be displayed during show call; Heidi K for showing integrity and 

determination in science lessons, confidence to allow her work to be displayed during show call. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate James M & Mis S for always demonstrating our core values of determination, 

integrity and respect during morning meetings and DEAR time. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Jessica H for having lovely manners, and for constantly showing respect and 

determination in lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Harry J for working extremely hard, and for always showing determination 

and respect 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Mamudo D for always showing determination to work hard in French; Heidi K 

for always showing determination and trying her best in French. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate her English class 7ab/En7 for being the highlight of my day! Every pupil in 

my English class is a pleasure to teach and I look forward to their lesson evey day. The pupils in my class are ALL 

enthusiastic, polite and just all round superstars! Thank you Year 7. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate James H, Billy B, Julia K and James H for demonstrating excellent 

determination by working hard in Art. Some brilliant work completed. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 5 November 2021 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Mia B for an improved attitude in English. Mia has been absolutely 

determined to do the right thing and has participated fantastically in group discussions. Mia is someone I can 

always rely on to help hand things out and stay on task. I'm really proud of you Mia; Amauri C for an improved 

attitude in English. Amauri has taken a great interest in our reading and annotation sessions, often being the first 

to put his hand up to contribute and then creating wonderful work. Keep this up, Amauri, you're doing a brilliant 

job; Brooke B for always being determined 100% of the time. Brooke is always focused, ethusiastic and friendly. 

Brooke is an asset to the school and I can't wait to see what she can achieve. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Evie C & Daniel N for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate her entire year 8 class for working hard and producing amazing work all 

week. Keep up the great work everyone, I'm very proud of you! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lorien R for showing great focus in Spanish lessons and producing some 

lovely answers; Thomas K for always doing his best in Spanish lessons and being 100% on task, muy bien; Adam S 

for always doing his best in Spanish lessons and being 100% on task, muy bien! 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Charles M for demonstarting our value of integrity in DEAR lessons and 

improving his attitude to learning; Jack M for making fantastic contributions to class and have a focused, 

determined attitude during lessons. 

Miss Maher would like to appreciate Kiera P & Lilly C for showing determination to learn a new skill in rowing 

club and showing respect to her instructors. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Ben E for demonstrating determination by making brilliant contributions in 

History; Crystal R for demonstrating brilliant determination in History and completing an amazing piece of work; 

Ethan H for demonstrating brilliant subject knowledge in History; Jaimie F for putting 100% effort into History and 

demonstrating great subject knowledge; Ali B for always demonstrating determination and integrity in History 

and by being incredibly helpful to her polite partner; Charlie H for always demonstrating brilliant determination in 

History; Kenzie S for a brilliant attitude to learning in History; Ethan R for always demonstrating a brilliant work 

ethic in History. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Ruby B for showing the values of integrity and respect by always supporting 

others and always being respectful; Joseph O and Matthew A for showing the values of integrity and respect by 

always being polite and respectful. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Peter W for demonstrating determination by really trying hard in 

Geography lessons this week, a real improvement Peter; Mia E for demonstrating determination by really trying 

hard in Geography lessons this week, well done Mia; Mykel B for always trying his best and using amazing key 

terminology in Geography; Richard W for always giving 100% in every Geography lesson; Alfie W for always 

demonstrating our value of respect by being helpful and contributing positively to classroom discussions; Oliver C 

for his amazing effort in Geography lessons recently, well done! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Bradley K for asking excellent questions in maths and identifying his areas 

for development in order to improve; Ethan R for improving his behaviour and working really hard in maths. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Mykel B for showing determination in science. 

 



 

 

 

 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Jack B for working exceptionally well in Maths this week and showing he is 

truly determined to do well! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lily C for demonstrating determination in English by pushing herself to 

explore new and challenging vocabulary during class reading; Jouzas S for demonstrating determination in English 

by pushing himself to explore new and challenging vocabulary during class reading. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Mary Jane S, Dami A, Caitlin H, Laci W, Nathan C and Ella E for always 

demonstrating a respectful and determined attitude in History 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Lily C for providing some great contributions in History and always having 

a positive approach in lessons; John M for showing a really positive, independent approach in History; Blake G for 

working hard and contributing positively to History lessons; James P for being positive and contributing really well 

in his first History lessons 

Mr waters would like to appreciate Blake G, Chay B, Bradley K, Grace P, Sonny L and Jake R for showing 

determination in his do now tasks and when answering questions. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Izzabelle M for always showing determination and working hard in French; 

Richard W for always trying his best and working hard in French. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Taqua A for always working hard, being helpful and being engaged with the 

learning; Clayton D for working hard and producing fantastic work; Kenzie S for trying hard to improve his 

behaviour and wanting to be better. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Teddy N and Liene Z for demonstrating excellent determination by working 

hard in Art. Some brilliant work completed.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 5 November 2021 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ryan C for demonstrating excellent determination by working hard in 

Chemistry. Some brilliant work completed. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Abbie C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; 

Daisy M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Ethan T for always working hard and showing great determination in his 

maths lessons 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ryan D for showing excellent determination and producing some lovely 

written work in Spanish; Libbie W for showing an improved determination to succeed in Spanish and getting 

some great results - keep up the hard work! 

Miss Hughes (TA) would like to appreciate Libby J for giving 100% in her English lesson and staying on task; Alex R 

for starting to write an excellent story in English. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Bobbie M for always being polite, focused and determined in class. Great 

work, well done! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Louie D for always demonstrating determination and integrity in History and 

in DEAR; Oliver T for demonstrating a brilliant attitude towards History lessons; Benjamin W for always going 

above and beyond in History and creating brilliant pieces of work; Harry C for demonstrating brilliant subject 

knowledge in History. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Molly L for demonstrating an improved atitude to learning in Geography, 

well done Molly; Viesturs K for using great key terminology in Geography; Grace O for always giving 100% effort 

in her Geography lessons, well done! 

Miss Spencer would like to appreciate Louie D for demonstrating excellent determination by working hard in 

English. Some brilliant work completed. Also for ensuring the classroom was clean tidy at the end of the lesson. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Stefan P for always being on task and ready to learn in maths. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Stanislaw G for showing determination and respect during science lessons. 

Mr Anderton & Ms OGrady would like to appreciate Charley B, Lucas D, Harrison T and Evi S for tremendous 

effort in Unit 1 - A booklet to be proud of - Keep up the work with Unit 2. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Bailey F for always being ready to learn and having impeccable manners; 

Millie C for 'getting it right' 100% of the time - thank you; Gintas M for always acting with integrity and respect 

during maths lessons - well done! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Benjamin W for consistently providing fantastic contributions in English. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Lewis R, Ellis K, Ruby A, Grey E, Millie C and Liam M for always acting with 

integrity and respect; Viesturs K, Harry M, Layton F, Ellie-Rose M for continuous positive approach in History and 

great contributions. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Goda S, Wealth O and Grace O for always showing determination in her 

science lessons. Giving her all in Do now tasks and you do tasks. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Daisy M for being a model pupil, Daisy works hard and is conscientous every 

single lesson. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Taylor M, Lewis A and Lola-Grace Y for demonstrating excellent 

determination by working hard in Art. Some brilliant work completed. 



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 5 November 2021 

Year 10 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Faye J for showing determination to succeed in every Spanish lesson. Well 

done; Jessica T for showing determination to succeed in every Spanish lesson. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate William W for great focus and work rate during his maths lessons; Thomas 

S (11I) for making a great return to the class, working hard and showing great determination; Grace R for showing 

great determination and focus in her maths lessons; Lydia B for showing great determination and dedication to 

her maths lessons; Alan G for showing great determination and high work rate in his maths lessons 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Leighton H for great focus and work rate during his maths lessons; Joy D 

for always showing our value of respect in class. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Faye J for showing determination in her Health and social lessons and for 

brilliant creativity in her gymnastic lesson 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Olivia W for making positive contributions to class whilst maintaining a 

respectful and polite attitude. pleasure to teach; David D for always showing our value of respect in class 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Harry W for always demonstrating brilliant determination in History. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Joy D for showing determination to succeed in every Biology lesson- Well 

done; Sophie J for showing determination to succeed and give 100% in all Biology lessons- Well done! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Kyle P for working particularly well in maths this week and contributing to 

the lesson; Lily N for improving her attitude in maths and therefore being able to achieve more in class - well 

done! 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Konstantin B for always working hard and being determined to succeed in 

Maths 

Mr Gallgher would like to appreciate Taylor C for showing great determination and working hard in Business; 

Karam E for outstanding contributions when answering questions in buisness 

Mr Ihenacho would like to appreciate Kate D and Natasha T for showing the academies values of integrity and 

determination during do now and review now using excellent knowledge recall to attempt all questions 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Kieran C for showing determination to improve in English and putting in a 

huge amount of effort. Great work. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Libby B, Lewis L and Taylor C for continuous positive approach in History 

and great contributions; Tom M and Tom B for a positive start to the half-term and a renewed vigour for History 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Elyse C for showing 100% determinationin her Science lessons, well done 

Elyse; Harvey S for showing 100% determination in his Science lessons, well done Harvey. 

Mrs almond would like to appreciate Kate D for excellent work and attitude in Art. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Lily B for always showing determination to try her best in French; Ryan M for 

always working hard and showing his knowledge of french! 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate David D for always working hard and showing 100% focus and 

determination; Lucy D for always working hard in English; Breckan S for working well consistently in English and 

being helpful and polite; Nell C for showing integrity and maturity and wanting to do better. 



 

 

 

 

Mrs Kokosalakis would like to appreciate Mahmoud I for his outstanding contributions to question and answer 

sessions in DT lessons 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Lydia B and Paul I for demonstrating excellent determination by working 

hard in Art. Some brilliant work completed.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 5 November 2021 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Charlie F for showing determination to succeed and always challenging 

yourself  in every Spanish lesson. Well done; George T for excellent participation and always working to the best 

of your ability in Biology lessons. Well done! 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Millie O for showing determination to succeed and always challenging 

yourself  in every Biology lesson. Well done; Luis O for showing real determination this week in Science and really 

challenging yourself to be better tomorrow than today! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Shannon H for completing extra work in maths in order to improve. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Ryan A for always being super polite and helpful, respectful to those around 

him and consistently working hard in maths lessons - well done; Joshua M for positive contributions in lessons 

and always being polite and respectful to those around him. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Darcy A for showing the academies core value of determination when 

working on her Business coursework; Ola A and George S for showing the academies core value of determination 

when working on his Business coursework. 

Mr Ihenacho would like to appreciate Esther A and Conner M for showing the academies core value of 

determination when working on engineering coursework. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Sam S for showing fantastic determination in History; Brodie G for all round 

brilliance in Sociology; Molly M for fantastic focus in her Sociology lessons. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate James C, Tom H and Abbie V for continuous positive approach in History 

and great contributions; Luke R for an improved attitude in History and increasingly positive contributions; Abbie 

K for continuous progress being made in History this year 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate George T for showing determination this week in Chemistry, keep it up 

George; Sam C for showing determination this week in Science, keep it up Sam; Emily L for showing 

determination this week in Science, keep it up Emily. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Luis O for working hard in Art and showing determination. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Deryn C for showing determination this week catching up with his English 

mock; Kerris M for working hard in English and always being focused and on task. 

 

 


